
 

 

LEGAL NOTICE 

This webpage is owned by the company Laboratorios Farmaceúticos Rovi, S.L. 

(referred to hereinafter as Rovi), with registered address in C/ Julián Camarillo, 35, 

28037, Madrid, with CIF number A-28041283 and recorded in the Companies Registry 

of Madrid, Volume 3823, Page 1, Section 8, Sheet M-64245. Contact telephone number 

91-3756230, fax 91-3047881 and the e-mail address for these matters 

is departamentolegal@rovi.es. Rovi is a Pharmaceutical Laboratory authorized under 

Nº 2808E by the Spanish Agency for Medication and Health Products. 

The use of this WebPage attributes the condition of User to the visitor and implies the 

total acceptance of the conditions included in this Legal Notice. The User must read 

these conditions every time when accessing this Web, as these can be modified in the 

future. Certain aspects of the Web, due to its specialty, may be subject to particular 

conditions or rules that could replace or modify this Leal Notice, and therefore should 

also be accepted by the User making use or accessing them. 

In any case, it is prohibited to alter or modify any part of the Website or its contents, 

elude, disable or manipulate in anyway (or trying to elude, disable or manipulate) the 

Web´s security features or other functions of the program and the use of the Web or 

its content for commercial or advertising purposes.You may not use this WebSite in a 

way that could damage the property, rights or interest of Rovi or third parties. 

It is also prohibited to make any use of this Web that could alter, damage or affect 

networks, servers, equipments, products and software of Rovi or third parties. All the 

contents of this Web (texts, photographs, graphics, images, technology, software, links, 

audiovisual contents or audios, graphic design, source code, etc.), as well as other 

trademarks and distinctive signs owned by Rovi or third parties, not transferring to the 

User any right over them by the mere use of this Web.The User must abstain from: a) 

reproduce, copy, distribute, make available to third parties, public communication, 

transform or modify the contents of this Web, except in the cases referred in the law 

or expressly authorized by Rovi or by the holder of such rights ; b) reproduce or copy 

for private use the software, images, videos or existing databases of this Web, as well 

as publishing or making available to third parties when this involves reproduction; c) 

remove or reuse the contents included in this Web. 

  

Users wishing to introduce links to this Web from their own WebPages, will be required 

to comply with the following conditions: 

mailto:departamentolegal@rovi.es


The link will exclusively lead to the home page, not being able to reproduce it in any 

way; To consult the codes of conduct of Rovi, click here. 

No frames of any type can be created to surround the Web o that allow viewing the 

Web from different WebSites or in conjunction with other Sites or with contents 

outside our Web, that may lead to errors or Users confusion about the origin of the 

service or content, or that may involve an act of comparison or unfair imitation, or 

taking advantage of the reputation and prestige of Rovi´s brand, or made in a way 

forbidden by Law; 

From the webpage of the link no false or inaccurate statement can be made about Rovi 

or the quality of its products or services; 

The sender cannot use the brand or any other distinctive trademark of Rovi inside its 

WebPage, except in the cases authorized by Law or expressly authorized by Rovi; e) 

The page setting the link shall take into consideration the current legislation and 

cannot dispose or link to illicit contents, harmful, contrary to morals and good 

customs, that could lead to the false idea that Rovi backs or supports these ideas, 

statements or actions of the sender, or that are inadequate related to the activity 

developed by Rovi, taking into account the contents and general theme of the 

WebPage were the link is established. 

It is not Rovi´s responsibility controlling that this Web there are no malware or 

harmful programs that may affect user´s computer. In any case, it is User´s 

responsibility to have the adequate tools for detection and disinfection of these items. 

Accordingly, Rovi will not be liable for any damage produced to Users when such 

damages are originated in failures or disconnections in the telecommunication 

networks interrupting this web´s service. 

This web includes links that allow the User to access other WebPages. In these cases, 

Rovi will only be responsible of the contents and services provided through the links as 

long as it has not been evidenced unlawfulness and has not deactivated them 

diligently. If a User considers that there is a link with unlawful or inappropriate content 

will be able to inform Rovi, not implying that Rovi is obliged to remove the 

corresponding link. Rovi is not always aware of the contents and services provided by 

the links and therefore is not responsible for any harm that may result due to the lack 

of quality, obsoleteness, unavailability, error, uselessness or illegality and does not 

respond to the statements made or contents or services provided by them, unless it is 

directly responsible for the provision of such services. 

The User undertakes to make proper use of this Web, according to the Law, to this 

Legal Notice and the rest of conditions, rules and instructions that, in its case, could be 

applicable. The User will have to answer for any damage caused due to the non 

compliance to these obligations to Rovi and third parties. 

This Legal Notice is governed entirely by the Spanish legislation. For the resolution of 

any dispute or interpretation of this Legal Notice, the User expressly submits himself 

to the Courts of Madrid (Spain). 
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